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 Discussion continued at this meeting regarding Wisconsin Nursing Coalition (WNC) 
member organizations’ priorities as they relate to the IOM Future of Nursing 2016 
report. 
 
The following groups have identified specific priorities: 

 Leadership – WONE 
 Education – WLN 
 Diversity – All 
 APRN practice – WNA, WIACNS 
 

*** WNA would like each WNC member group to develop a goal and activity related 
to IOM report that they will work on in 2017. *** 
 
 
WI Nurse License Plates 
 
Wisconsin Nurse license plates will be ready for sale by middle of 2017.  Proceeds 
from sales must be directed towards nurse education.  This may include grants to 
WNA, in addition to individual scholarships.   
 
WNC may be the vehicle that can help direct funds from sales in response to the 
educational needs of Coalition member groups. 
 
*** Coalition members (such as WISPAN) will need to clarify how they could use this 
education money, and how they could help market the license plate. *** 
 
 
Future Direction of WNC 
 
There was much discussion re: the makeup of WNC and the need to clearly define 
the goals of this group. Are we simply a “sharing” group, or should we be promoting 
a more “action-based” agenda. 
 
WNC began as “Nurses Network” for WI state nurses in the 1970’s.  Today, the large 
number of WNC members seems cumbersome for planning/policy-creating 
purposes.  Many WNC member groups meet only a few times annually, and cannot 
provide timely feedback to WNA on pressing issues.  
 
Gina and Linda will put together a preliminary plan for WNC “retreat” to reconstruct 
and articulate the future of WNC.  It is expected that presidents of WNC member 
groups will be invited to the meeting, tentatively scheduled for March 2017. 



Questions to be addressed: 1. Who will move this group forward, and what will 
membership criteria be? And, 2. How can the license plate mission be advanced 
through this group? 
 
 
Other Info 
 
WNA has created an online no-charge 1-credit CEU course aimed at accurate BP 
measurement.  Coalition members should be promoting this.  See WNA website. 
 
Concern was expressed about lack of applicants for WNC-sponsored scholarships 
and research grants.  It was felt that nurses might not know how to find these 
scholarships.  Perhaps a central “clearinghouse”  could be set up where all 
scholarships are posted in one place. 
 
WNC is interested in what members think about using fingerprinting for access to 
RN state license info. (A nurse imposter recently obtained access to another RN’s 
license info online and was hired for a nursing job until deficiencies were 
discovered.)   Currently fingerprinting is required to take the NCLEX exam.  Unclear 
how this would affect PC Internet access to WI state license website. 
 
Please see the WNA website for the new link to the WNC and its member 
organizations. 
 
WNC is interested in helping member organizations set up remote delivery of 
conferences to provide access for nurses statewide. 
 
 
 
Submitted by Irene Olson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 



 


